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Options

Reliable Smooth Operation: Get more done with the smooth operating hydrostatic drive. Reduce operator 
fatigue with the ergonomically designed steering bar which keeps the operator centered.
Improve Efficiency: Haul and tow more with the improved productivity of the 13hp power plant.
Safer Operation: Operators keep their hands on the steering bar where they belong with the integrated 
foot control pedals.

PTO Hydraulic lift controls
Easy to operate latch for dumping materials
Pin style or 2” receiver port for towing various items

14” lifting height

Rugged durability

850lb. lifting capacity

R800 Workhorse

Powered Deck 
Equipment

SKU# 300763
Standard Forklift Attachment
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Flat Free SKU# 301470 
Air Tires SKU# 301471

Hi-Lift Forklift Attachment

850lb. lifting capacity

Lifts loads up to 30” off the surface

Tool-free attachment

SKU# 407698
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Move Heavy Loads Easily: Make fewer trips to the dumpster with the optional high capacity #30 steel 
dump box or the large capacity Tuff Tray with pivoting frame.
Easy to Use: Controlling the machines speed and switching from forward and reverse is easily done from 
the operator’s control panel.

Powered Deck 
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Mustang Workhorse Flat Free SKU# 301467
Air Tires SKU# 301468

Compatible with steel #30 dump box, Tuff Tray, or gravel spreader 
Move heavy loads easily or spread gravel evenly
5hp Honda engine with hydrostatic drive
Self-actuated parking brake-standard
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36” Gravel Spreader

Evenly spreads the most common size of 
roofing ballast from pea gravel up to 2.5” 
rocks

Designed for use with either the Mustang or 
R800 Workhorse

SKU# 400025
Tuff Tray with Tilt 
Dumping Capability

Designed for use with either the Mustang or 
R800 Workhorse material movers

Increase productivity with its large 18 cubic 
feet of capacity and 850 pounds of 
load-carrying capacity

All steel construction for years of 
heavy-duty use

Tool-free attachment to the R800 or 
Mustang makes it fast and easy

Angled pour spout retains debris in 
transit yet allows for complete debris 
removal into a trash chute or 
dumpster

SKU# 409459

30 Cubic Foot 
Steel Dump Box SKU# 300443
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Rugged Construction for Reliability and Maximum Uptime: Stress equalized and distributed frame ab-
sorbs shocks and dissipates energy throughout the frame rather than concentrating it at certain stress 
points. The super-duty transaxle was selected because it was engineered for the brutal task of constantly 
changing from forward to reverse at speed.
Productivity: The Warrior slices and scrapes through roofing materials right down the deck in a single 
pass. The nose weight and geometry of the frame put maximum power right where it is needed the most, 
at the 18” cutting blade.

Powered Deck 
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The 13hp Honda engine and solid high traction tires delivers powerful performance
The stress equalized frame stands up to brutal daily abuse
18” actuated cutting blade, nose weight, and overall frame geometry contribute to its exceptional 
tear-off performance

Roof Warrior™ SKU# 210-001-909
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High performance 13hp Honda engine powers 
through difficult to cut materials with ease

Can accept 12” or 14” standard blades or a 12” 
quad blade

Remotely mounted engine air intake filter 
reduces contaminates from entering the  
engine’s fresh air intake

The 9hp motor is designed to drive even a 
large 14” blade through the toughest roofing 
materials without hesitation

The easy to use depth of cut control and blade 
up transport position is located on the operator 
interface for quick and precise adjustments

Remotely mounted engine intake filter reduces 
contaminates in the engine intake

Durability for Maximum Uptime: Designed for the brutal environment and treatment roof saws get in the 
field. Featuring a Honda engine and thick 1.25” blade shaft, they are all designed for continuous use day 
in and day out.
Easy to Use: The wide stance of the tubular handlebars makes them easy to use and control even when 
working near the roof edge. Our exclusive quick-change belt replacement design, tool free blade access 
shroud, and balanced single point lifting eye were designed with the operator in mind.

Ultra Cutter Pro 13hp Ultra Cutter 9hp
SKU# 301295 SKU# 300632
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Cuts to within 2” from walls or obstructions

Its low profile design gets under obstacles

Simple blade replacement and free-floating blade makes it easy to use and maintain

Crank handle blade adjustment makes it easy to adjust the cutting depth on the fly

Best in Class Clearance: Go farther under air conditioners, vents and other on-roof obstructions. Achieve 
better reach and spend less time lifting or moving equipment with the Ultra Cutter Mini’s low 17” clearance 
height and Max-Adjust handle.

Increased Productivity: Increase cutting efficiency and cut a full 5 inches closer with the forward blade 
design. Maximize tear-off productivity with 2-inch wall clearance.

Ultra Cutter Mini Saw
with 12” Carbide Blade SKU# 301293
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Maximize Productivity: Two blades cuts your time in half vs conventional single blade saws. The 25” cut-
ting width optimizes debris hauling and optimization of the trash chute capacity.
Reliable Power Delivered Though a Hydrostatic Transmission: Honda engines provide reliable power. 
Features a hydrostatic transmission that provides variable drive speed in forward and reverse.
Standard Equipment for Big Jobs: Equipped with a large capacity fuel tank for long running time between 
refills, an hour meter to keep track of required maintenance, and headlight for early morning or evening 
sawing operations.
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Dual 12” blades with 25” spacing
Hydrostatic drive with variable speed allows the operator to saw at their own pace
Flat-free tires ensure the saw is always available

Enforcer Twin Saw SKU# 300591
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EZ-Angle broom adjustment broom lever allows 
three different broom positions: straight ahead, 
15 degrees left, and 15 degrees right to sweep 
the debris right where you want it.

Free-floating broom design maintains the cor-
rect amount of head pressure on the roof for 
optimal performance even as the bristles wear 
down.

Perfect for small repair jobs like gravel stops 
or tie-ins

Individually replaceable carbide pins are 
mounted to a welded steel drum and cast iron 
sleeve

Great for concrete decks

Able to spud within 1” of walls

Uses an industry-leading 10.5hp Honda engine 
for reliable power

Carbide tipped flywheel

Powerful Sweeping Performance: This roofing 
sweeper excels at delivering the maximum clean-
ing performance with the exact right combination of 
down pressure and broom speed to extract every 
bit of performance from the 5.5hp Honda engine.

36” Power Broom
No. 12 Scratcher 
with 4” Scratching Path

Rotary Planer 
with 12” Planning Path

SKU# 301242 SKU# 400001

SKU# 400017



Consistent Clean Power: The generator head features steady voltage regulation with heavy-duty capaci-
tors and diodes designed for sensitive electronics with less than 4% total harmonic distortion. This equates 
to more electrical protection for your fleet of heat welders, power tools, and light plants.
Quality Components for Long Life: Industry-leading Honda GX630 V-twin engine delivers higher horse-
power, quiet operation, and improved fuel efficiency. 
Versatile Connectivity: The G12 is equipped with a wide variety of receptacles for all your electrical needs:
 •    120 Volt Receptacles: 4x20A NEMA 5-20 GFI, 1x20A GFI NEMA L5-20
 •    240 Volt Receptacles: 1x30A NEMA L6-30
 •    120/240 Volt Receptacles: 1x50A NEMA 14-50

Powered Deck 
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12KW max, 10.8KW continuous power consistently delivered with 
less than 4% total harmonic distortion

Honda GX630 engine and MECC Alte gen head

Top-mounted forklift pockets double as lifting eyes making it easy to get onto the roof

G12 12,000 KW Generator 
with Wheel Kit

SKU# 301524
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Skid Mount Rolling kit

Skid mount for installation on a trailer

12KW max, 10.8KW continuous power 
consistently delivered with less than 4% 
total harmonic distortion
Honda GX630 engine and MECC Alte gen 
head

2 wheel rolling kit for the G12 Generator with 
handles.

Attaches easily to the G12 Generator

2 flat-free wheels

SKU# 301477 SKU# 409730

Sound Reduction kit Trailer mounting kit

Dimensions (LxWxH): 32”x24.75”x 0.064”

Attaches easily to the G12 Generator

Reduces generator noise by 12 decibels

Attaches easily to the Little Giant Trailer with 
an included hardware kit

Allows the skid mount G12 generator to be 
mounted to a little giant trailer to crate a 
mobile power station

SKU# 409731 SKU# 409789
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On-Deck
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Attachment
Options

A Versatile Material Handling Solution: Whether you use it as a flatbed trailer for hauling insulation or oth-
er flat materials or install pivoting Twin Tuff Trays, move it manually or pull it with a motorized vehicle; the 
Little Giant Trailer is always up to the task with its large bed and one-ton weight carrying capacity.

2,000-pound carrying capacity increases productivity

Can be pulled manually or can be towed by an R800 Workhorse for 
increased speed and efficiency

Dual Tuff tray and frame are capable of holding 700 pounds of 
material per tray
Made of high-density plastic, it will not rust, dent, chip, or 
corrode in hot or cold environments
The heavy-duty frame has four pivot points so each tray can be 
dumped individually

Dimensions (LxWxH): 62”x44”x 32”
Product weight 200 lbs.
Latch system to easily dump heavy loads
Heavy gauge steel holds 30 cubic feet of debris
Attaches easily to the little giant trailer, hardware included

Little Giant Trailer

SKU# 301473
Tuff Tray Twin

SKU# 300377
#30 Dump Tray for Little Giant Trailers

Flat Free SKU# 400016
Air Tires SKU# 300118
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A Versatile Material Handling Solution: Garlock’s Big Giant Trailer is the larger version of the Little Giant 
Trailer with a larger platform. Take advantage of the Big Giants extended bed and use it as a flatbed trailer 
for hauling insulation or other flat materials.

2,000-pound carrying capacity increases productivity

Can be pulled manually or can be towed by an R800 Workhorse

The gravity brake engages when the handle is lowered to prevent 
unexpected movement

Big Giant Trailer with 
Flat Free Tires

SKU# 300565
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Improve Efficiency: Haul more and dump directly into the trash chute. Load up to 600lbs (18 cu. ft.) and 
easily dump into the chute or tarp.
Safer Operation: Move debris safer and easily dump it using one worker. The ergonomic handles and 
frame design places the load evenly over the axle easing operator fatigue. Flat-free tires reduce downtime 
and increase load-carrying capacity.
Durability: Eliminate rust or corrosion issues with the one-piece molded design of the Tuff-Tray. 1/4” thick 
composite design is built to last and ribbed for strength. The pivot frame separates from the tray for tray 
replacement or to move the tray to another piece of equipment.

18 cubic foot capacity, carry up to 600lbs.

Balanced design makes carrying and tipping easy

Tough composite tray eliminated the rust, chips, and dents that occur with standard 
steel wheelbarrows

Smart Cart Pro 
with Tuff Tray

SKU# 301474
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6 cubic feet of carrying capacity

Heavy-duty tubular frame with built-in bumper 
protects the roof

Wide handle stance and balance point makes 
it easy to move and dump even when at full 
capacity

A wide wheelbase with flat-free tires makes it 
easy to move on a roof

The 9” wide bevel edge blade digs deep under 
materials to pry off more material in one easy 
motion

The blade is hardened to last a long time be-
tween replacement even if it contacts steel 
items on a daily basis

The 3.5” wide bevel edge blade digs deep 
under materials to pry off more material in one 
easy motion

The blade is hardened to last a long time even 
if it contacts steel items on a daily basis

Superior Balance and Ease of Movement:
No more straining or struggling with keeping heavy 
loads balanced. The balance point and ease of 
movement make these wheelbarrows a must-have 
on any project.

Wheelbarrow 
with Flat Free Tires

Super TearOff Bar

3.5” Wide Tine Pry Bar

SKU# 301286
SKU# 400009

with Tined Blade SKU# 400287

SKU# 153947
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Slides under HVAC units and lifts it up to 18” 
off the roof to gain access for detailed work 
around the unit

Up to 6’ in width, and 10’ lengths can be 
achieved with the two included extension bars

Can lift the heaviest of units with the ability 
to lift up to 2,000 pounds per jack or 4,000 
pounds total

2,500 pound carrying capacity moves big 
heavy palletized loads with easy

Integrated foot brake for extra safety

High lift forks lift material up to 27.5” inches off 
the surface by using a simple hydraulic lever

Can be towed behind R800 workhorses to 
stage material on the roof

Improve productivity: Designed to slide under air 
conditioner units and lift them to a height you can 
work under. Large lifting capacity and wide adjust-
ment range make them extremely versatile.

Reduce Operator Fatigue: Reducing manual mate-
rial handling saves time, money and labor.
Saves Time – Handle Materials Less Often: Move 
whole loads and stage them where you want and 
need them.
Easy to Move Over Rough Surfaces: Makes mov-
ing material easy with the Power Jack’s wide floa-
tation tire design and 7-foot turning radius, which 
distributes weight at only 110 lbs. per square foot 
when fully loaded.

Air Conditioner Jacks Power Jack 
Hydraulic Pallet MoverSKU# 300228 SKU# 211-001-902
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Attachment
Option

Increased Productivity: 800-pound capacity translates into increased productivity in that it carries more in 
one trip than competing pallet forks. The Pallet Packer works well moving felts, insulation, and supplies as 
it does moving pallets. Packer Pal can be added separately for added stability.

800-pound capacity moves more material
The forks are on 32.5” centers compatible with virtually every pallet being used today

Makes carrying heavier loads easier to move with greater 
stability
Dimensions (LxWxH): 34”x46”x 16”
40 Lbs.
Attaches easily to the Pallet Packer frame
Includes 2 flat-free tires

Pallet Packer Two Wheel Fork Dolly 

SKU# 300557
Packer Pal 
with carefree tires

Flat Free SKU# 300556
Air Tires SKU# 300034
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Move heavy loads; up to 600 pounds, with ease with its balanced tip 
back design

Forks are on 21” centers, 32” long and are able to pick up 36” pallets 
with ease

Four large tires exert low pressure on the roof and make it easy to 
move heavy loads

Heavy-duty Design, Reliable and Robust: 
Move entire bunks of insulation without having to break down the loads. Can also be used to move felts, 
rolled goods, and palletized materials. Angled frame design allows considerable leverage for the operator.

Insulation Forks
SKU# 400847
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Contains all necessary components: header, 
hopper, weight cans, mid-supports, screens

The support system includes 14 empty weight 
cans to save shipping costs. The weight cans 
are filled with user-provided concrete and each 
should weigh approximately 80 lbs. once filled

80 feet maximum height without the use of 
additional support/scaffolding

Square Chute Technology: Stop forcing square debris down a round hole.  Large volume hopper and 
chute sections reduce potential chute jams and allow debris to be removed off the roof faster with fewer 
clogs. 
Built Roofer Tough: Each chute section is made from durable 3/16 inch composite material that is lighter 
in weight and cannot rust, dent, chip, or corrode in the hottest or coldest climates. Integrated chains with 
tool-free connections make installation quick and easy.

Standard Square Trash Chute Support System
SKU# 301445

Does not include the square chute 
sections- must be ordered separately

20
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Chute Pallet Hopper Pallet

Dimensions (LxWxH): 33”x48”x 80”

Built to accommodate the square chute 
sections 

Fork pockets for easy transport

Holds/stores 6 square chute sections

Dimensions (LxWxH): 55”x47”x 49”

Heavy gauge steel and fork pockets for 
secure storage and easy transport

Designed to accommodate, store and 
transport the standard Square Chute

SKU# 408962GREEN SKU# 408963GREEN

Manual Hoist Parapet Adapter

Integrates seamlessly with the required 
square trash chute header assembly

Capable of lifting up to 20 individual trash 
chute sections

Adjustable height for parapet walls from 4” 
to 48” tall

The adapter allows the Square Trash header 
assembly to sit on top of a parapet wall

SKU# 301443 SKU# 409587
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Dimensions (LxWxH): 45”x33”x 48”

50Lbs. (each section)

Weight rated snap hooks, chains, and hardware 
factory installed

Designed to nest together when stored or 
while being lifted to the roof edge

Dimensions (LxWxH): 92”x43”x 25.7” & 389 Lbs.

Built to accommodate the square chute system 
header assembly, weight cans, and mid-sup-
ports

Improve Productivity: Tired of pushing square de-
bris down a round hole? These trash chute sections 
make clogs a thing of the past. Manufactured from 
high-density polyethylene, these chutes are ex-
tremely durable in even the most extreme weather 
conditions.

Best Component Organizer: The pick box was 
manufactured to keep all the necessary compo-
nents of the square chute system in one place. 
Store the header, mid-supports, weights, and head-
er assembly securely and it will be ready for the 
next time you need it.

Square Cast Chute Sections Pick Box 
For Square Chute SystemSKU# 408961 SKU# 408964GREEN
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Hopper features perimeter stake pockets to 
build an onsite enclosure around the top of the 
hopper to better control debris

Three components need to be ordered to build 
a complete system: Round Trash Chute hopper, 
Round Trash Chute support assembly, and the 
desired number of chute sections

Contains counter balance pans and cans, rails, 
support tubes, and toe boards

Supports up to 20 chute sections

Three components need to be ordered to build 
a complete system: Round Trash Chute hopper, 
and the desired number of chute sections

Round Trash Chute Hopper Round Trash Chute Support
SKU# 400128 SKU# 300108

Three lifting eyes provide excellent balance
13-inch depth so debris can be piled high for greater 
productivity
Can be used to hoist debris from the roof or to load 
materials to the roof

SKU# 400794
Trash Tray
for Hoists

Productivity: The trash tray’s large 14 cubic foot capacity with 
its 43-inch width and 52-inch length allows large pieces of de-
bris to be moved quickly and efficiently. The large 800-pound 
capacity means fewer lifting cycles.
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Water-Proofing
Equipment

Signature Heat Transfer Oil System: The unique oil 
jacketed heat transfer oil system is the key to even safe 
heating of today’s sensitive membranes and rubberized 
asphalt materials.
Digital Temperature Control: The digital temperature 
controls automatically control the burner for precise 
temperature control of both the heat transfer oil and the 
material. This ensures that the material never gets too 
hot where it could become unstable and unusable.

Bring materials to application temperatures in as 
little as 45 minutes

9.5hp gas engine and 250,000 BTU diesel burner

Single control panel controls all functions

RAM 60 Gallon
Rubberized Asphalt Melter SKU# 310-002-004

E Q U I P M E N T  C O.
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Fast heating, typically 45 minutes is all it takes to 
bring materials up to application temperature

A simple control panel controls all functions

Ceramic-lined burner chamber heats the heat 
transfer oil and then the material, direct flames 
never directly contact steel for long life

Large 33-gallon fuel tank for fewer refills

Fast heating, typically 45 minutes is all it takes to 
bring materials up to application temperature

Single control panel controls all functions 
making it easy to use

Ceramic-lined burner chamber heats the heat 
transfer oil and then the material, direct flames 
never directly contact steel for long life

Large 33-gallon fuel tank for fewer refills

SKU# 311-006-902

SKU# 311-024-902

RAM 150 Gallon
Rubberized Asphalt Melter

RAM 230 Gallon
Rubberized Asphalt Melter

24
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Uses 5-gallon bag in a box for small and 
medium-sized projects

Honda suitcase generator holder increases 
productivity through the cord-free operation

Heavy Duty 1/2hp motor with dual-component 
pump is designed for years of trouble-free 
operation

Uses either 5-gallon bag in a box or 15-gallon 
barrels for application versatility & productivity

EZ-Load tilt down part A and part B material 
trays eliminates heavy lifting of barrels that may 
cause worker injury

Suitcase generator storage location increases 
productivity through the cord-free operation

Decreases Labor Costs: Significantly reduces the time and materials needed to adhere rigid insulation 
and cover boards to structural roof decks in both new roofing and recovery operations.
Increased Productivity: Equally dispenses two-component 1:1 ratio low viscosity polyurethane adhesive, 
which allows projects to progress much more quickly than using multiple people with hand caulking guns.
Easy to Use: Reduce application errors and training time with the Cyclone’s adjustable gun assembly and 
ergonomic design.

Cyclone Extruder Cyclone 515 Extruder
SKU# 301340 SKU# 301513
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Dual-mode Technology: bead mode and spatter mode in one compact and easy to use machine.
Increased Productivity: Proprietary manifold and check valve system virtually eliminate clogs, which means 
less down time and more time spent dispensing materials.
Quick and Easy: High volume flow mode covers large areas quickly. Spatter mode reduces material waste 
while ensuring one pass coverage. Spend less time moving the cart and more time applying adhesive with 
the 100’ working radius hose and wand.
Decreased Labor Costs: Significantly reduces the time and materials needed to adhere rigid insulation 
and cover boards to structural roof decks, as well as adhering single-ply membranes in both new roofing 
and re-roofing operations.

Dual Mode Technology means a single machine and wand can now apply adhesive beads for 
board stock or spatter mode for single-ply membranes

Accepts both 5-gallon bag in a box product or 15-gallon barrels for large projects

The Cyclone DM uses a proprietary manifold and checks valve system to virtually eliminate clogs 
making it easy to use and maintain

Cyclone 515 DM
 with Dual Mode Technology

SKU# 301546
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